Chain Reaction Innovations (CRI) is a two-year program at Argonne National Laboratory for entrepreneurs focusing on energy and science technologies.

**FAST FACTS**

**INNOVATOR COMPANIES**

$365M funding raised by startups

31 past and present startups launched

13 in product partnerships or pilot phases

7 selling products in market

16 with professional accolades or special recognition

9 graduated, all remain in business to date

**CHAIN REACTION INNOVATIONS**

434 jobs have been created

2 leveraging Argonne IP (present and future)

17+ fields of study in energy science and technologies

19+ Argonne resources, laboratories, and technologies in use

~2.5B metric tons of carbon emissions potentially eliminated by 2030

**CONTACT**

Chain Reaction Innovations
Email: chainreaction@anl.gov
chainreaction.anl.gov

CRI Innovators receive financial and technical support to mature and de-risk their technologies to the proof-of-concept level.